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Is Homework Actually Good for Students?

(the answer: not really)
By Jahlan Janes and Maxim Gutman

Homework is something many kids have to put up with: and for 

them, it is completely normal. But there are schools where homework is 

optional, or even non-existent! And in general, those kids do just about as 

well on tests, often as well, as those who do homework. So why do kids 

need homework? More to the point: Do kids need homework?

Well, homework can be very useful if the teachers are trying to get 

the students to revise before a test, if they need the students to really go 

over a certain thing, or sometimes to catch up on classwork due to 

absences or lack of understanding. It can - rarely - raise standards. It also 

helps the students to improve their organizing skills and teaches them to 

be responsible for themselves. However, it has been proved that it can 

have the opposite effect if students receive too much for them to do in the 

amount of time they had to do it and might cause them to cheat, or maybe 

not even bother doing it at all.

In the case of university students, this also takes away time they 

might need to cook for themselves and they sometimes use fast food 

restaurant as an alternative, causing them to become fat/unhealthy. 

Additionally, kids with extracurricular activities might not get home until 

late, which means they have to stay up late to get it done. This means 

they?ll be tired for school the next day, and then actually affects a student?s 

learning for the worse.

Several leading universities, such as Oxford and Stanford agree 

that too much homework interferes with social time, time for physical 

activity, spare time, and if kids start to fall a bit behind on homework it 

causes stress and anxiety. Studies have shown that when students get too 

much homework they start to become less engaged when working at 

school.

All in all, homework is not really an ideal learning implement, 

though does sometimes help and can be useful. It can clearly affect a 

student?s time, sleep, and attitude towards school and learning for the 

worse. Therefore, we think there should be - optional homework? - or 

maybe just revision. 

Engaging lessons benef it  a child?s 

learning?

By Theodore Halas
Engaging lessons are lessons that do not focus on copying down 

notes, learning things by heart or simply listening to the teacher for the 
duration of the class. They revolve around learning through a series of fun 
activities like an adventure game were whenever you attack you have to 
answer a multiplication question. Such activities give the child both 
enjoyment and a desire to learn.It is evident that engaging lessons 

motivate students during learning experiences.

Research from Washington University affirms that the benefits of 
learning in such a way are that children with short attention spans are 
more interested in the class and less likely to disrupt other classmates. 
Learning in a fun way also gives a greater amount of kids the interest and 

motivation to learn and try new things. From this we can see that there are 
many benefits to having engaging lessons for students; however, there 
are pitfalls to this freedom of learning.

Learning with this method might cause some children to see the 
more relaxed environment as a way to get out of learning. Some students 
require a structured lesson in order to learn efficiently and might become 
lost without a sense of guidance. This style of learning is not good for 
every child and, it does have its downsides.

Overall, engaging lessons help children?s learning by making them 
want to push themselves, learn and progress. I believe that having 
engaging lessons is a good thing but there has to be a mix of both styles; 
having fun all the time can be fairly detrimental to a child?s learning, but 

holding engaging lessons once or twice every day in different subjects is 

good and will definitely benefit the child.

 A New Advent ure for  st udent s

by Em m a Whit field and Jacinta  

At the end of term 3 (week 9) 33 students will be attending a nine 
day trip  to the island of New Caledonia which is located in the South 
Pacific ocean near Fiji.They will travel to the capital (Noumea) to learn 
about the culture of this exciting island.

Each student will be paired with a billet that the teachers have a 
assigned based on the students interest. The students will be attending 
the school in Noumea for some time but will also be attending trips to  
museums and other interesting places to learn about the history and 
culture of Noumea.

All students attending the trip are very excited because it will be a 
good experience to speak French and  in general, to learn about the 
culture and to go an exciting adventure. Some students who are not 
attending say that they chose not to go because of the following reasons: 
they did not want to stay with an unknown family by them self, they would 
be missing out on 
their regular 
activities outside of 
school and the cost  
of travel.

New  
Caledonia was 
discovered in 1774 
by Captain James 
Cook, and nearly 100 years later(1853) the French claimed it. Most people 
speak French however over 28 distinct language are spoken   in addition 
to Indonesian, Vietnamese, Tahitian, Waldensian and Chinese. The 
currency  used is called CFP francs, 100 CFP francs is only equivalent to 
1.31 Australian dollars so as you can tell it is not a lot.

To conclude, all students attending this trip are very eager to 
embark on this journey full of excursions and adventures in this interesting 
new place.

   



Wakak ir r i      

By Sarah Hamilton

Wakakirri is a dance competition that 
is held every year where primary and high 
school students from across Australia tell a 
story through dance. 

Wakakirri was founded in 1992 and it is 
one of the largest performing arts events in 
Australia. Each year people are able to buy 
tickets to watch it live on stage or online. In the 
ACT Wakakirri is performed in the Canberra 
Theater.All schools across Australia are allowed 
to participate and there are separate events for 
high school and primary. 

The students and teachers put in time 
and effort to show their story whether it is about 
a fairy tale, an adventure or the environment. 
Then, after weeks of training students get to 
perform on stage for an audience including 
family, friends and three panel judges. 

Some of the things schools are scored 
on are how well the story is conveyed to the 
audience, their behavior off stage and the 
creativity of their props and costumes.

Each year there is a signature item that 
schools are encouraged to incorporate into their 
dance in a creative way. This year the signature 
item was fly. Using the signature item is not 
compulsory and no points are removed if it not 
used.

After the performances awards such as 
the Story Award, the People's Choice Award the 
Sustainability Award are given out to schools. 
There is also a  Story of the Year award given 
out to the best story.

This year Telopea Park Primary School?s 
story was called Do Not Forget.This summary is 
from www.wakakirri.com.

Do not forget

1918, France, War reaches the quiet 
village of Villers Bretonneux with the German 
invasion. From the other side of the world, 
Australian soldiers come to help fight the 
enemy, and free the people. New freedoms 
come with enduring friendship. Sacrifice of life 
and destruction was the price.

Wakakirri is a fun and entertaining 
opportunity schools to work as a team to 
express a story that they feel is  important.

WAKA FOR LIFE
By Katy Brown, Elsa Jarvis,  

Siena Freyens
Does your school have a story to tell? By 
dancing a story you can  change the way 
people think about the world around them 

and Wakakirri aims to do just that. 

What is Wakakirri?

Wakakirri is an Australian wide competition that 
has inspired schools from all over Australia to 
come and show off their story-telling skills 
through a 2 minute dance.

 Every year the professional Wakakirri judges 
create a theme, this year it was Fly. 
It is the largest performing arts event for Primary 
and Secondary schools around Australia, and 
has been running since 1992. ?Arts Education 
at its very best.? The word Wakakirri comes 
from the Aboriginal Wangaagypuwan people , 
and it means ?to dance a story?. The name was 
chosen in 1992 to give it an Australian feeling.   

 What each school had to do 

Each school had to design their own costumes, 
create their own backgrounds, make props 
using recycled materials and

perform their own unique choreography.

What we experienced

?Backstage, we were watching all the other 
spectacular performances, the adrenalin was 
continuously flooding in. We were so excited but 
at the same time nervous. When our team 
began we could knowing every one could see 
the whole crowd, they were gazing our way. The 
lights were beaming in our eyes, making it hard 
to see. We let the music take us through our 
routine and we danced our hearts out one else 
was doing the same. 

Telopea Park Schools dance

This year Telopea Park School made up a 
dance about  the 1st World War. The story was 
about the Germans invading a small city of 
France called Villers Bretonneux. Suddenly, 
from the other side of the World came the 
amazing Aussies to save the day! We also 
chose it because it is the 100th anniversary of 
the ane in our background and we created flying 
animals. 

Overall Wakakirri is a great experience 
especially for future actors and dancers or for 
people who want to try a different type of 
performing arts. All together this Australian wide 
school competition was a 
one of a kind experience 
that we will never forget.

TELOPEA ENTERS 

"FRONT PAGE'
This year, 2018 at Telopea Park School, the 

school entered a competition called 'The Front 
Page'.  This competition is where students have 

to create a digital newspaper.

Each student had to write at least two articles 

which were then put into a mix which were then 
chosen for the 2018 Telopea Park School 
newspaper.  We thank all our year 6 students 

for their great work. We also thank our year 6 
teachers for their great support, help and 

advice.  In this newspaper you will find all sorts 
of articles about all sorts of subjects and global 
events. There is one rule for our newspaper, all 
articles must relate in some way to our  school.

Our Book Reviews

Aff irm at ions 

http://www.wakakirri.com


The l ibrary
Bridget Lehane & Eliane  
Louchart-Fletcher

The secondary library is now one of our 
precious book sources. In this article we aim to 
inform you on our awesome library and the 
importance of books. We need to respect the 
books and people in the library because if we 
do not respect the books, they will not last for 
the generations of book readers to come. Books 
are really important in Bridget?s and Eliane?s 
lives because Eliane says ?Books light up life to 
make it interesting,? and Bridget also said 
?Reading is a zen activity.?

We went to the secondary library and 
interviewed Mrs Rapp. We ask questions on her 
personal preferences and experience as a book 
reader. Her favourite area of the library is the 
actual reading area and she loves reading 
science fiction. Mrs Rapp started loving book 
very soon after she was born and now she 
works as our Telopea Park School librarian. 
Mrs. Rapp said ?I love it because it?s very varied 
and dynamic.? Though she does not read as 
much as she would like to because the lack of 
time but she said that sometimes she can sneak 
a read at school because of course she?s the 
LIBRARIAN.

The secondary library has a vast array of 
books for us to choose from, this source should 
not be ignored because unlike the primary 
library it gives not only a larger array of books 
but also books that are better for our age-group. 
Some genres you can find in the library include: 
sci-fi, historic, mystery, thriller, fantasy, 
romance, adventure, horror, dystopian, comic, 
supernatural, relationships, aboriginal?

Now informed, we hope that this 
amazing library will be constantly used and 
respected by the future generations of 
bookworms!

Telopea Park  School 
Hist ory

by Augustin Leonhardt

Telopea Park School was first established on 
the 11th of September 1923 with an enrollment 
of only 54 students. The school was only 
English at first and the French system was later 
integrated in 1983.  Initially the students found it 

difficult to learn French but after some time they 
adapted.
After more students enrolled, the High School 
was built. The school holds a variety of events 
every year, for example:

- The athletics carnival,
- The cross country, and
- The school fête. 

The school uniform has drastically changed 
over the years. The high school uniform was a 
sky blue suit,  now the high school uniform is 
a white t-shirt, navy blue shorts or pants and 
a navy blue jumper.  

The division of English and French 
studies in the primary school is:

Kindy-year 2:  4 days French / 1 day English

Years 3-6:  2.5 days French / 2.5 days English
Many important people attended 

Telopea Park School including Mr Gough 
Whitlam; who was the 21st Prime Minister of 
Australia, serving from 1972 to 1975. He 
Attended year 4 at Telopea Park School.
Additionally, Mr Francois Hollande, President of 
France from 2012 to 2017. He visited Telopea 
Park School when he came to Canberra for one 
day and visited the school. 

As you can see below in the images, the 
school has changed extensively over 90 years 
since it was established.  

The Canber ra Program
By Quy Christie-Nguyen and Oliver Herzog

The Canberra program is for those 
students who are not going to Noumea but wish 
to stay in Canberra.  

They will participate in many fun activities all 
around Canberra for one and a half weeks. 
These activities will include having to go through 
the hard decision of choosing which burger to 
have at Brod Burgers after they make a small 
glass tile at the Glassworks. They will also go 
on a trip to Tidbinbilla for a day. The students 
will then visit the National Zoo and Aquarium to 
learn and look at endangered, cute, exotic 
animals that are ound elsewhere in the world as 
well as in Australia.

 The Glassworks is an amazing creative 
hub, located in the old heritage power station 
precinct in Kingston. At the Glassworks, people 
practice glass blowing and create glass artwork 

and utensils. The students will make  glass tiles 
which is a clear tile of glass with colorful pieces 
of glass and powdered glass put over the top in 
a pattern then melted on at a temperature of 
700 degrees centigrade.

Tidbinbilla is a National Park located It is 
home to many species of native animals, and is 

a pristine natural environment.  Activities is at 
Tidbinbilla include learning about native 
endangered species, walking through nature on 
paved paths, Indigenous activities like how to 
make paint from ochre and how to throw a 
boomerang. You can also have picnics, play on 

the playgrounds and more.  

The National Zoo 
is located in the 
south-eastern edge of 
lake Burley Griffin, near 
the Scrivener Dam.  It is 
mostly known for its endangered species 
programs that include several, white lions, snow 
leopards, cheetahs, etc... there are over 48 
different species of animals in the zoo, many of 
which are endangered. They even have 
accommodation at the zoo, where you can 
sleep in a loge next to an animal habitat and 
watch them through a glass wall. You can also 
go to the cafe and have a bite while watching 
capuchin monkeys messing around on ropes 
and trees while carp and goldfish circle around 
the channel of water around their enclosure. 
There is also an area in the zoo where you can 
touch and pet ?friendly animals? that are not 
endangered.

Students will also visit the CSIRO 
discovery centre to learn all about science and 
visit to the National Botanical Gardens to learn 
and look at endangered, rare, exotic and 
interesting plants do fun school based activities.

Unknown to many people Canberra is a 
hidden gem, and home to many amazing 
cultural facilities and natural wonders. The 
students participating and the teachers 
supervising in the Canberra Program are very 
lucky, and will have an amazing week and a half 
like the year six students who are traveling 
Noumea exchange.

 BULLIES NO MORE !
Aarushi Rao

Bullying is the act of being continually mean 
to somebody, giving them the feeling that 
they are inferior to the bully. There are many 
types of bullying such as verbal, 
physical,cyber are among some of them.  

What is bullying?

Bullying is hurting somebody mentally, 
physically, verbally or online. Bullying can have 
lots of effects on the victim such as depression, 
self-doubt and maybe even temper. Some 
effects can be long-lasting and some effects can 
be short-term. Bullying is sometimes considered 
a criminal act and can have many bad 
consequences.
Meaner is Weaker

Bullies are usually people who have 
doubts about their own personality and take it 
out on somebody else who they want to make 
feel worse about themselves. This is a crude 
attempt to feel better about themselves. 
Although the bully may not realise committing 
an act so severe can have long-lasting effects 
on victims.
What types of bullies are there?

There are many types of bullies. Online 
bullies (cyber bullies), bullies who can addle 
with your mind (psychological) and bystanders. 
Bystanders are just as bad as bullies because 
they just stand and do nothing about the 
situation.



  How can we take a 

stand against bullying

By making serious 
consequences for any 

type of bullies you could eliminate some part of 
the issues. Doing this will never actually get rid 
of bullying forever, it might even raise a hype for 
bullying that is why this solution should be used 
as a last resort.

Many people say making consequences 
might help, but the that will help the most is 
raising awareness. Being aware about any 
issue or controversy can change anybody?s 
attitude. If the majority of people are aware 
about the consequences of bullying this can 
help to change the attitude towards bullying and 
maybe even start the process towards getting 
rid of bullying.

Although bullying takes place in the 
long-term, maybe just talking to the bully this 
could maybe help them. This is mainly because 
bullies are mean because they have some 
personal stress in their lives. Talking to the bully 
can release some of the stress or maybe fear 
and maybe change their mindset towards other 
people.

In conclusion, I think bullying should be 
stopped. It is brutal to victims and is a horrible 
act. Maybe one day we could start a campaign 
called bullies NO MORE!

War On 
Waste

"Waste fights 
world"

M ia H arris 
&  

Julian Smith
The amount of waste in Australia is 

increasing every day, in fact, every year the 
waste we generate is growing at twice the rate 
of our population. The average person 
generates over 2 kilograms of waste every day 
and about 1.5 tonnes of solid waste per year. 
The main producers of waste are things like 
plastic bags, plastic straws, leftover food and 
coffee cups. 

Plastic products are the main culprits for 
waste, the reason is because plastic can take 
thousands of years to break down and during 
the process plastic produces many harmful 
greenhouse gases including methane. The 
reason why so many plastic items, including 
plastic straws, bags and cups are being used is 
because they are only used once before being 
thrown away.

Plastic straws affect marine life like 
turtles. Straws can get stuck in turtles? noses, 
which can cause damage, suffocation or even 
death. There are many ways you can help. The 
easiest way would be to ask for no straw in your 
drink and explain to the waitress why. There are 

foundations like ?Straw No More? which are 
trying to prevent straws from being a problem by 
making an effort to convince school canteens, 
supermarkets and cafes to ban the plastic 
straw.

Take-away coffee cups are lethal. Did 
you know, even though these are made of 
cardboard, they can?t be recycled because they 
are coated in plastic and have a plastic lid, so 
while everyone is throwing their coffee cups in 
the recycling, this is causing a lot of waste.

The reason for this is that when you 
throw your cup away, it gets sent to a recycling 
service, which is then sorted into a ?not 
recyclable? pile of waste, which is then out into 
landfill. A good way to counter this, is by 
switching to reusable 

At Telopea Park School, we have a 
canteen which sells drinks like chocolate milk 
and other flavoured drinks which all come with 
plastic straws. The SRC (Student 
Representative Council) and other students are 
trying to persuade school executives to change 
the canteen plastic straws into paper straws, 
which is just a start on the War on Waste at our 
school.  

Food waste is another big contributor to 
Australia?s amount of waste. 3.3 million tonnes 
of food waste is produced every year, 2.6 million 
tonnes of that comes from households (food 
that has not been eaten). A large 52% of food 
waste is found on leftover plates in restaurants 
and cafes. All of this food waste is enough to fill 
the MCG Stadium 6 times! The average 
Australian family throws out over $3, 500 worth 
of food every year ? that?s about a tonne of 
food! If households stopped wasting so much 
food, they could save ?  of the amount of waste 
they make every year. coffee cups. Reusable 
coffee cups are made of rubber, so you can 
clean them. Nowadays, most cafes in Australia 
do allow reusable coffee cups, all you have to 
do is ask them to put your coffee in your 
reusable cup and you may even get a discount 
on your drink! 

?I think reusable cups are smart, handy and 
good for the environment? -Jediah in class 6.1

Some dedicated people like Laren 
Singer and Blue Ollis are already making the 
move by becoming waste free. They don?t throw 
out any food, they compost what they can and 
reuse what they can, they also make their  own 
products like toothpaste so they can put it in 
their own glass containers that they can reuse, 
leaving them with only 1 jar of rubbish after 4 
years! The things they are doing sound really 
hard but just by simply bringing your own 
reusable cup an asking for no straw could save 
a lot of things going to landfill!  

In the end, we hope that one day, the 
world?s waste will be reduced to almost nothing, 
so we can all live in a clean environment where 
we can live life without having to worry about 
what?s happening to the things we use. 

  Is Fortnite Good for Kids?
By: Jediah

According t o a num ber  of  gam e review  

websit es, including t he Top Tens 

(ht t ps:/ /www.t het opt ens.com /video-gam es-2018/ ), 

For t n it e is one of  t he m ost  popular  gam es 

in 2018. Given t he gam e?s r ising popular it y, 

m any people, especially parent s, are 

quest ioning whet her  

t h is is a good t h ing. 

Many are wor r ied t hat  

st udent s can spend 

t heir  t im e playing inst ead of  st udying. In 

t h is ar t icle I w il l  descr ibe For t nit e, and 

t hen consider  t he pros and cons before 

f in ishing t h is ar t icle w it h m y  own opinion.

To play Fortnite you need to create  

your own profile.  On this profile you can use 

different skins (which is a person), use 

different emotes (sorts of dances), have 

friends on Fortnite (who you can talk to and 

play games with), play different modes (like 

50 v 50, solos, duos, squads? ), do challenges, 

tier up and level up. Leveling up gets you 

battle stars which makes you tier up, and 

tiering gets you rewards like skins and 

emotes. Another way  to get skins, emotes 

and so on is to buy it with V-bucks in the 

store. You can buy V-bucks or earn them. 

Additionally there is also a battle pass which 

costs 950 V-bucks (approximately $10), that 

gives you even more rewards and bonus 

V-bucks.

Some pros about Fortnite include the 

fact that it is a free download. Players can talk 

to and play with friends on online through 

their headset and speakers. Fortnite updates 

weekly with new items and content regularly 

added to keep things nice and fresh. Another 

positive, is that players can express 

themselves with emotes (dancers, signs etc). 

Given that the game is aimed at children and 

young people, it is positive that this animated 

game has no blood, or gore. Apart from 

shooting other players, you can can build, fly 

on gliders, and there are local weather events 

to be aware of  (don?t get caught in the 

storm). There are so many weapons and fun 

objects to use in the game and  you can 

change the settings to the way you like them.

Some cons about Fortnite include the 

fact that this is a game about shooting other 

players. Even though it is animated, and there 

is no blood, the game would be considered 

too violent by some. Another issue for 

students is that the game is quite addictive 

(so it?s hard to stop playing). Children can get 

distracted from their homework, they can 

lose interest in all their other hobbies and get 

grumpy when told to stop playing. Children 

can get frustrated from losing, and there is 

the danger of bullying or swearing through 

the voice chat (this is a risk to all online team 

games). Also if students play the game late at 

night, this might affect their concentration at 

school during the day. 

There are multiple opinions about 

Fortnite and whether it is good for children. 

From my perspective, Fortnite is a  fun game 

which is good for learning skills about 

https://www.thetoptens.com/video-games-2018/


strategy, leadership and 

decision making. It is 

also a fun way to hang 

out with your friends. 

However, I know for a fact that this game is 

very addictive and should be played in 

moderation. I also highly recommend that 

violent people and kids below 11 shouldn't 

play it. Furthermore, I would recommend to 

others not to enable voice chat if its with 

people you don?t know. On squads and duos 

your team gets picked randomly so if you 

activate voice chat  you?d be speaking with 

random people and a lot of the time those 

people swear. If you want to talk to your 

friends or people you know you can just 

enable it again. In conclusion, Fornite is a 

great game but should be played in 

moderation. 

MINECRAFT
      Why You Should Play I t!

By: Anais 

     Minecraft was one of the most played video games on earth for 
quite a long period of time. It was first released on the 17th of  May 
2009, and has now sold over 122 million copies. It was created by 
Markus Persson and then later developed by Mojang, who has made 
millions on it.

Minecraft is a sandbox game where there aren?t any rules. You can 
fly around and build amazing creations in creative mode or test your 
skills in survival mode. The differences between these two game 
modes are that in creative you can access anything you want, any of 
the blocks, any of the commands, anything. In survival, you need to 
collect all the necessities to survive, to battle against bad mobs. You 
can play multiplayer in both modes. 

Multiplayer is a version of minecraft that you can access, it enables 
you to play with friends online in the same world, so you can create 
something together. It?s very fun and you should try it out. There are 
also servers where a lot of different people gather to play a variety of 
mini games that are on the server. The most popular server is probably 
?Mineplex?, which we recommend you play on too.

Minecraft is even a school program, so that kids can be creative and 
build things as well as explore the world they were put in. On Youtube, 
people enjoy posting content that is minecraft based as much as 
watching it. It really has endless possibilities.

NPC means ?Non Playable Character?. They are things like villagers, 
animals and mobs. You can get items from NPCs if you either trade or 
kill them. But some mobs are hostile, they can be neutral in daylight, 
like spiders, or hostile if you look them in the eye, like deadly 
enderman.  

 

Big updates come out about every year. An update in minecraft 
is when they upgrade the game a bit or  add new features. An 

example would be ?The World of Colour? update that came out in 
2017, which added a variety of new colourful blocks to build and 
decorate with. The newest update which had a very big success 
and came out very recently this year (2018) is called ?The 
Aquatic Update?. It has added sea life, such as dolphins, turtles, 
tropical fish, and more. You can now also find sunken ships with 
treasure. There has also been multiple different *biomes put in 
the minecraft oceans which before were quite bare.

Now that you?re all ready to go, you should definitely try out this 
awesome game!
*biomes are areas in your wor!

 FO RT N I T E: 
Ef f ect s on Chi ldren

By  Robby  Derudus

Fortnite is played by millions of people all 
around the world. It is live and online and 
the aim is to be the last one standing, which 
means killing all the other players. Fortnite 
is the most downloaded video game in the 
world and has made youtubers a lot of 
money from streaming it.

There are many benefits to playing Fortnite. 
One benefit suggested by avid gamers in a 
recent study, is that playing Fortnite can 
enhance communication and planning skills. 
In addition, according to scientists, Fortnite 
is said to improve reaction speed. For this 
reason there are benefits to playing the 
game.

In addition, Fortnite is revolutionizing the art 
of dance as we know it. It is no secret that 
children and teens at school have been 
trying to replicate dances featured in 

Fortnite.    

Fortnite also involves playing with your 
friends and working as a group. To be 
successful, you have to build structures 
to protect yourself and your team. When 
playing, there is a circle, referred to as 
the safe zone; when inside the safe 
zone, you can preserve your health 
during a violent storm, pictured to the 
right. 

More importantly, Fortnite does not 
feature blood and has animated 
characters and graphics. There is no age 
restriction, but I believe it should be 
recommended for ages 9 and over, 
because the game does involve guns 
and contains violence. 

In conclusion, I think that Fortnite is a 
very well-made game that millions of 

people around the world enjoy playing. 

Dow n w i th Scratch
By Stellan Lindrud

Scratch is a non-professional 

programming language, created by M.I.T 

Media Lab and LifeLong Kindergarten. It 

was designed to inspire young kids to 

start coding, but instead it ended the 

future for many 

children in 

programming.

For years, 

primary and high school students, have 

been using Scratch, not knowing the 

negative effects it can have on them. 

Scratch users don't acquire any type of 

programming skills. Therefore, there is no 

point in using Scratch.

Scratch is creating arduous 

problems for young programmers when 

advancing! For example, Scratch 

employee Chibi Mataron says, "Scratch is 

a great way to introduce programming; 

however, its simplicity may cause the 

wrong idea to be reinforced." What Chibi 

is saying, is that most of the functions you 

use in scratch are absent making it to 

ingenuous compared to other 

professional programming languages, 

making it even harder to advance in 

programming. So as it was 

aforementioned earlier ,this is what 

agitates primary and upper-primary 

students.

Why is Scratch creating a dilemma 

for future coding primary students? 

According to contemporary research on 

Quora and Reddit, many professional 

coders and teachers advocate that 

Scratch generates an adamantine wall in 

programming. For this reason, primary 

and upper primary students experience a 

harder time advancing, due to the 

simplicity in the functions. So now it 's 

time to innovate!

When withdrawing from Scratch, 

choosing a new au-courant programming 

language can be difficult. The website 

"Code Today," has said that schools teach 

Scratch just to tick off the box within the 

school curriculum. They say that from the 

age of 7, kids should stop using Scratch 

and switch to Python.

     In conclusion, switching from Scratch 

to Python will have a substantially 

positive effect on you, in your future 

coding life. With Python, you will be able 

to create high-quality video games, 

high-level software and many other 

high-quality things.

To download and use python, contact us 

through https://www.python.org! Good 

luck and have fun!

https://www.python.org/


?A sad day for tennis?: Davis Cup 

Reform

By Charlie Camus

?A sad day for tennis,? were the words 

used by the great Frenchmen,Yannick Noah, 

when the news was let out that the Davis Cup 

would be reformed for the 2019 competition. 

One of the most prestigious events of the 

tennis world would be changed to a one week 

competition at the end of the season. What a 

disgrace to the only team event in tennis! 

Prior to the reform, each federation 

had to vote either for the proposed reform or 

for the tournament to remain the same. To 

reform the fabulous event the overall results 

of the vote had to be above sixty-six percent. 

Most of the world?s top guns were hoping for 

the great competition to stay the same, but 

that isn?t how the federations thought. Most 

of the federations voted for the reform, with 

the overall result being at 71%. When it was 

announced that the Davis Cup would be 

reformed many of the best athletes hit social 

media with many tweets about their view of 

the reform (most being negative). There were 

three main reasons why it was reformed. To 

receive more money from bigger crowds, to 

have more of the world?s top tennis gladiators 

hitting centre court and to make the event 

less time consuming and tiring for many 

athletes. 

The Association of Tennis 

Professionals (ATP) thought that if it was a 

one week affair huge crowds would flood the 

centre trying to see the world?s best. The 

crowds would fill the arena from top to 

bottom bringing in the cash from ticket sales. 

Crowds would also buy more food and go out 

which would bring the host town some cash. 

This is wrong as during last seasons ties the 

stadiums were packed and there was a 

euphoric atmosphere. It is clear that the new 

competition will not make more money.  

According to the ATP most of the 

world?s best players would come to the 

tournament and represent their country with 

pride as it would be a fun event at the end of 

the season. This is a false statement as 

during the 2017 Davis Cup campaign most of 

the world?s best in Nadal, Tsonga, Federer, 

Thiem, Cilic, Djokovic and Stan the Man 

competed for the treasured cup. These are 

the top players from the current game so the 

new format will not bring better players just 

the same players.

The final argument to reform the 

exciting event was it would not be as time 

consuming and it wouldn?t tire athletes for 

the majors. The both statements are correct 

as it wouldn?t be as time consuming as before 

as there were multiple rounds held of many 

weekends and in many different cities. Next 

year the event will be held in one city most 

likely to be Madrid and over just one week at 

the end of the season after the US open. In 

previous years many athletes were tired for 

the majors and were not playing at their 

peak. This argument is the only true one that 

it will be less taxing and time consuming for 

most athletes but still most athletes love 

competing at the Davis Cup and don?t care 

that it is tiring.

Over the last few days many of the 

world?s best have come out on social medias 

with tweets. Many were reporting about how 

sad they were about the reform of the one 

and only team event in tennis, Such as: Noah: 

(?a sad day for tennis?), Federer: 

(?Disappointed but hope the new format will 

live up to expectations?) however Djokovic 

was pleased with the change.

This is an extremely emotional and 

sad day for tennis with the ATP deciding to 

reform the Davis Cup. Tennis is most of the 

time an individual sport with the Davis Cup 

being the only team event in the tennis 

calendar which means it is an absolute  

disgrace to reformat it just to hopefully make 

some extra money. I am speechless this is 

extremely disappointing?

Telopea Park  School

A thletics  Carnival   

By Loïc 

It?s that time of the year again. On 

Friday 17 of August 2018, Telopea Park School 

(TPS) will be commencing their annual 

athletics carnival. Campbell, Farrer, Moore 

and Throsby will be competing to win.

The events this year include: 70m, 

100m, 200m, 800m, long jump and shot put. 

There are new house captains appointed 

each year from Year 6, or in some cases from 

Year 5. There are always 1 girl captain, 1 boy 

captain, 1 girl vice captain and 1 boy vice 

captain for each house. 

This year  t he capt ains were:

Throsby: Captains: Jonat han  and Isla Vice 

Captains: Julian and Em m a.Cam pbell : 

Captains: Char l ie and Zoe Vice Captains: 

Moise and Veronica

Far rer : Captains: Elliot  and Mia Vice 

Captains: Shaun  and Hannah

Moore: Captains:Loïc and Aarushi Vice 

Captain: St ellan  and Mar ibel

Additionally, this year the organiser for the 

athletics carnival was Kat hy Marot . Kathy is the 

specialist sport teacher for Primary at TPS. 

All of the students eagerly await the athletics 

carnival to find out which team will victorious this 

year, but...

Who w il l  WIN? We w il l  have wait  and see...

Our  2nd St ar
By Char lie Cam us

At around 7 pm 

Paris time, 

hundreds of 

thousands of 

people packed the Champs-Elysées as the final of 

the World Cup 2018 headed into the 6th minute of 

injury time and we were about to become World 

Champions. The final showcased some of the 

world?s best in Luka Modric and Kylian Mbappé. 

The final scoreline (4-2 to France) seemed like a 

one-sided contest but the galant Croats fought 

hard. 

The final game of the biggest event in the 

world was expected to be an exhilarating affair 

between two gladiators hungry for success. 

Before the game, France were the heavy 

favourites because of the depth of their squad 

and they had played an entire match less than the 

Croatians. At 1 am AEST, the arena was set as the 

two nations entered the Luzhniki stadium for the 

final match of the 2018 World Cup. 

The Croatians started bright-eyed and full 

of energy; however, in the 18th minute, Mr Pitana 

awarded the French a dubious free-kick not far 

out. Griezmann dually converted from a 

Mandzukic own goal. Even though the French 

were first to score the Croats kept fighting and 

found their reward in the 28th minute from a 

Perisic bullet into the bottom corner. Just before 

the break, Perisic turned from hero to villain by 

conceding a penalty off the VAR. The whole world 

was watching, would Griezmann convert? Slow 

run up... Shoots... Takes Subasic the wrong way! 

France leads 2-1! Half-time! Would the Croats 

come out firing or would the French run away for 

the victory? 

the French erupted. Will they have their 

second star in 30 minutes time or were the Croats 

going to put on a remarkable comeback? 

The chance of the Croats fighting back 

were wiped when Hernandez hit a pinpoint cross 

to Mbappé who's shot soared into the bottom 

corner and the whole of France kicked into a 

frenzy. 

 



In the 59th minute, Pogba 
launched a long ball 
downfield for Mbappé to 
chase. Mbappé received the 
ball and charged towards 

the penalty box on the right flank. He crosses, 
Griezmann controls the ball and passes to Pogba 
who shoots but his shot is blocked. It rebounds 
off Vida and returns to Pogba who this time 
shoots with his left. The ball rockets into the 
bottom corner and the French erupted. Will they 
have their second star in 30 minutes time or were 
the Croats going to put on a remarkable 
comeback? 

The chance of the Croats fighting back 
were wiped when Hernandez hit a pinpoint cross 
to Mbappé who's shot soared into the bottom 
corner and the whole of France kicked into a 
frenzy. 

 The French smiles were quickly turned 
to bemusement when Lloris tried to dribble 
Mandzukic but gifted the Croats a lifeline. It 
wasn't enough though as the French 
prevailed 4-2 and received their 2nd star. Let 
French celebrations go wild into the night as 
we keep the World Cup trophy for another 
four years! Next destination Euro 2020!

Online Shopping: Is it  

good or  bad? 

By: Rebecca Kr it icos

Online Shopping can be 

seen as bad, fake, and 

not  good qualit y. This is 

not  necessar i ly t rue. 

A girl bought a shirt on ROMWE, 

thinking it was cute, and it was, only it didn?t 

suit her body type. She gave it to a friend, 

and it looked good on the friend because she 

had the right body type for the shirt. The size 

was fine, the material was good quality, and it 

definitely fits the description and picture, 

making it not fake. 

 The whole world is at your feet. You 

find an adorable hoodie online from 

America? You can buy it at the comfort of 

your own home for less money than traveling 

to America to buy that hoodie. 

It?s good for introverts, as they don?t 

have to go to the mall and talk to the shop 

staff. They can avoid salespeople, many of 

whom are found distracting, judgemental 

and unhelpful. Instead, 

they can do it in the 

comfort of their own 

home in a blanket burrito.

You are able to 

compare different prices from different 

shops to find the best option 

more quickly. Besides, online, it?s 

cheaper than in-store items 

because they don?t have to pay 

for the 

showrooms 

and outlets.

You have more variety as 

to what you want to buy. 

Maybe in a store at the mall, you found a 

cute pair of pink padded cuff lace up boots. 

Plain and simple. You then go online and find 

a wider range of boots in that particular style. 

Perhaps you find a pair online with glitter at 

the cuff. Or maybe even a pair where they?re 

heels instead of boots! You have a whole 

range to choose from, and there?s nothing 

stopping you from getting the shoes you 

want.   

You are able to shop anytime, 

disregarding store hours. You could be up 

late at night, unable to sleep, and there?s 

something you want to buy, a high waist 

ruffle skirt for example. You could buy it 

online at that point in time. Tying in with this, 

you can buy products that may not be 

available at your local stores. Maybe they 

don?t sell skirts in that particular style or 

color, who knows? 

People review items they get so if it?s 

bad quality, others won?t make the same 

mistake as them. It?s always great to check 

the reviews. Obviously, different people have 

different views or complaints, but they?ll 

normally be similar. Refunds are 

incorporated with reviews in a way. If 

someone gets something that?s bad quality or 

isn?t like the picture, they can normally get a 

refund and give the product back, that is if 

they don?t want it. Perhaps what you get is 

better than you expected, and you want to 

keep it.

As the author, I bought some online 

stuff. I got a headband, some adorable shoes 

and a jumpsuit for a friend. They all arrived in 

the post yesterday, and here?s what I have to 

say about them. The shoes fit me, with a litt le 

room to grow, just as I wanted. The 

headband fit me, and was super cute. I 

absolutely love the feel of the headband. The 

jumpsuit was very cute, and fits the 

description and pictures. Remember, online 

shopping isn?t as bad as it?s made out to be. 

Fix in the mind that there is more variety, it?s 

good for introverts (if you are one), you?re 

able to shop at anytime, there may be things 

that aren?t at your local shops, people review 

items and if you get something you don?t like, 

you may be able to get a refund. So, in all 

reality, it?s good. 

How hom ework  can negat ively 

af fect  st udent s
By: Connor 

You all know what  

hom ework  is, but  did U 

know, it  can have 

aw ful ef fect s on you?

Homework has a negative side to it. It 

can create stress at immense speeds.  If 

you're a kid, that 's 

probably happened to 

you before. Stress can 

lead to sleep 

deprivation, weight problems, depression, 

anxiety, pessimistic negativities and different 

fatal disease. 

According to later research on the 

website "Lifehack", homework generates a 

harder time in children's social and sporting 

life. More homework means less time with 

family and less time playing your favourite 

sport. 

High Schoolers have told Healthline(A 

professional website for kids in depression), 

that homework was giving them an arduous 

time to developing life skills. This causes 

children to oppose their school and cause 

dissatisfaction towards their life. Too much 

homework, makes children relinquish 

interested in school work, causing a 

distraction in class. 

So in conclusion, abundant amounts 

of homework, can have atrocious impinge on 

children and their minds.

The Problem With Schools

Portia G. McKay 
 There are many unfavorable traits in 

school. Of course the education system has 

improved since the first school was built in 

1635 however, there are still many flaws in 

current facilit ies all around the world. In this 

article, I will inform you of all the 

shortcomings in our current system and 

hope that it may improve these flaws in the 

future.

One of the first things that come to 

mind when asked what could be improved in 

school is the fact that students barely have 

any control over the activities they are forced 

to participate in, of course there are teachers 

that may take in suggestions from time to 

time yet, the activities are rarely connected to 

the suggestions at all. 

Such as having to write an newspaper 

article, draw a picture, come up with a dance 

or any other enjoyable activity, the twist 

being, it has to be done about school.

Second, teachers almost never help. 

For example, if a student takes the basketball 

of one of their peers, and kicks said 

basketball onto a nearby roof, the affected 

student appears before a teacher, looking for 

help, the teacher will walk over to the bully 

and ask them to apologise. After the 

oppressor apologises, the teacher will walk 

away, expecting that a simple apology will fix 

the entire situation. However, that does not 

get the bullied child?s ball back,  nor stop the 

bullying, if anything, it would only make it 

worse. Now, the tormentor knows that they 



can do just about 

anything and just get 

away with an apology. 

What the antagonizer 

really needs to be scolded for their actions, 

have privileges taken away or just to be 

talked to, in a way that explains why not to do 

certain things.

The third reason why schools must be 

upgraded is that, in this school atleast, is the 

fact that we only learn certain subjects in 

either french or english, for example, the only 

time we can learn how to write well worded 

and in depth stories, is all in english class. We 

do not learn these skills in french, making 

these pieces of writing quite flawed. Another 

example of this is the fact that we only learn 

things like history and geography in french, 

and then, it?s all about french history and 

rarely any australian.

Homework is a highly debated topic in 

the school system. Personally, me and a 

number of fellow students in my class agree 

that homework does litt le to help a child?s 

education and just wastes time and causes 

stress, we are only revising things we already 

know, a better way to do this is to post 

pictures of lessons on the google classroom 

or give them out in class to take home and 

revise.

The uniforms that students have to 

wear can be very strict, luckily, in our school, 

all students can wear whatever part of the 

uniform we wish, girls can wear pants and 

don?t have to wear dresses and skirts, and 

boys can wear short sleeved tops and 

shorts,which have been banned in other 

school, however, a few years ago, some of the 

older students of this school tried to modify 

their uniforms into something more 

comfortable,andthe result looked something 

like this.Of course, the school banned this 

and the students who dared to modify the 

uniform got into trouble.

Arts in school are extremely underrated. 

Drama, music, visual arts, dance, the list goes 

on, and yet, they rarely get any recognition. 

The reason  for this is the fact that most 

universities and colleges view the arts as 

?unimportant?. This is the same case with 

most other genuinely enjoyable subjects, 

sport, etc, and are forcing students to pick 

topics that don?t interest them at all.

St ress in schools are at  a high.

Albert Einstein once said; ?everybody is 

a genius, but if you judge a fish by its 

capability to climb a tree it will live its whole 

life believing he?s stupid.? School?s these days 

are not only making fish climb tree but also 

climb down again.

I hope that this article has helped to 

open your eyes to all the flaws in school. 

See you soon, Portia
 

DOGS

A mans best friend
Millions upon millions of dogs are bred and 

adopted every day! Some of you may have a dog 
breed like a poodle or a labrador or border collies. A 
Dog's lifespan is between 10 to 13 years and they 
sleep for 12 to 14 hours. Their scientific name is 
Canis Lupus Familiaris. their height can vary 
between  15 ? 110 cm.  There?s a reason little 
children and your dogs get along so well it is because 
they speak the same language. Or at least, they likely 
understand roughly the same number of gestures. 

If you think your dog knows when it?s time for 
dinner or a walk, you?re right! Dogs pick up on our 
routines and habits, and they also sense how much 
time has passed.  

Dogs are also good friends to homeless people as 
in the winter they keep there owner warm and in 
summer are great friends.

 Dogs do not all look the same some have lots of 
fur and others not so much, some dogs are thin and 
skinny and some dogs are fat and short. Dogs can 
learn more than 1000 words.

 Did you know that puppies grow to half their body 
weight in the first four to five months,  then they take 
a year or more to gain the other half of their body 
weight?           COOL FACTS: 

1. Thomas Jefferson helped enact a dog tax in 
Virginia because he was annoyed that dogs were 
killing his sheep

2. Stroking dogs and gazing into their eyes releases 
the hormone called oxytocin for dogs.

3. A Russian dog named Laika was the first animal 
in space, traveling around Earth in 1957.

Top 5 Ar tsy locat ions 
to shoot  ar ound Canber r a

By : Siobhan Hall
Canberra is a beautiful city full of 

moments to capture, with lots of underrated 

hidden gems scattered about in all sorts of 

places. With so much going on, it?s sometimes 

hard to pick a place to set your shutter speed. 

But today is the day you?ll stop looking, so 

read on, as I tell you my favourite spots to 

snap that DSLR!

The Arboretum: One of my favourite 

spots to go at the glorious ?golden hour;? it 

just looks so magical when the sun hits the 

rolling hills. It?s also perfect for portraits, with 

the giant ?wide brown land? sign, and the 

infamous giant acorn playground. With 

around 94 forests, and over 48,000 trees, this 

is the perfect place for some earthy shots. 

And don?t forget, you can always roll down 

the grass when you?re done! 

James Turrell?s Skyspace: Located at the 

NGA, this mini temple-like structure is a sight 

to beholden. It?s 

interesting architecture 

and sheer elegance 

combined come to make 

the perfect location for a modern-like shoot, 

it?s even fit for a mini fashion show! Not to 

mention how relaxing the water is, timelessly 

flowing off the edge. Definitely a must-visit 

location.

Kingston Foreshore: It seems this new 

development isn't just the haven for foodies. 

It?s modern and mildly industrial architecture 

makes it perfect for edgy shots. It also has an 

advantage, the water. If you?re lucky, you can 

even take some snaps with a seagull!

Boorumbura Rocks: Just outside 

Canberra, this is the perfect place for rocky 

shots! With just a 20-30 min walk to the top, 

you won?t have to exert too much physical 

labour into filling up that memory card. It?s 

not just the top that?s worthy of your 

Polaroid, there?s some breathtaking things to 

see on the way. So what are you waiting for, 

slap on those yoga pants and get going!

Civic: The street-art central, Civic is the 

perfect place for any vaporwave aesthetic 

person. Bring your skateboard and snap 

away! If you?re looking for a less daring 

location, but still want it to be close to the 

city, then Stone Fort at Commonwealth Park 

is for you!

That concludes this list, but that 

doesn?t mean there aren?t any equally as 

good locations. Some others include The 

Australian Natl? Botanic gardens, The bridge 

on Lake burley Griffin, and the Nara 

Friendship garden! I hope reading this helped 

inspire you to do what you love. Keep 

shooting!

Car t oons

 


